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When Cohen and Trump first met.

Trumps's conversations: 'They weren't detailed.'

Lowballer.
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And @FLOTUS 's humidifier.

Trump and Cohen fixed a "CNBC Contenders" poll.

"I want to be number one." 

And I said, "well, that would kind of be suspicious, don't you think"
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Damn. Bots 'R' Us on speed dial. 

 

"And I said we needed, like, another $6k to buy another 100,000 lP addresses, and

(Trump) said, okay. And I went ahead & bought those. And then we're up into the

mid-30s or 40s & needed another, like, $8k to buy another 250,000 bots, lP

addresses

But even when @realDonaldTrump cheated, he still lost. Oh, Racist Don, Don...why u

suck so much?🤣😀😂

Call the CNBC President!
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Trump rips off the Trump University printer. 

 

"Everybody was 20 cents on the dollar."

Moscow. 

lC Expert, lnc., and Andrei Rozov

Negotiating the Moscow deal? "Just myself and Mr. Trump."

Phil Ruffin, Trump's Vegas partner.

Kremlin, Kazakhstan, Georgia...'they're all the same.'
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I call bullshit.

And Giorgi Rtskhiladze and his fake Moscow Tower. 

 

Some kinda coincidence... 

Cohen: "Did I reach out to Mr. Sater? Not that I'm aware of." 

Schiff: "Same question with regard to Giorgi." 

Cohen: "A Not that I'm aware of. They both came - I believe they both came to 

me."

Cohen, Stone, Wikileaks and a speakerphone.

Trump wrote the first draft.
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Diamond and Silk.

And Jim Brown.

NFL Hall of Famer Jim Brown is a big fan of Donald Trump
Brown says he's "pulling for the President," but acknowledges his stance can make
him unpopular with the black community.
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https://www.newsweek.com/nfl-great-jim-brown-backs-donald-trump-i-find-myself-pulli…

Cohen realizes the Stone/Wikileaks connection.

Trump likes Russian women.

@DonaldJTrumpJr sucks at business too.🤣😂

Who did Tump tell to tell Stone to tell Wikileaks?
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